
C H I L D R E N ’ S  C A P E  D A Y  

Instead of             
[adjective]

                    bad guys and             
[plural animal]             

, the kids at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta battle 

even bigger villains: injuries and illnesses. 

Sometimes the kids arrive at the hospital in a          
[mode of transportation]           

, and other times they arrive in a  

[another mode of transportation]
. While they’re in the hospital getting better, children can play             

[game]
              in the playrooms 

and go to the library to check out a 
[something you find at school]

. There’s even a                    
[animal]                

in the library that loves 

belly rubs. These kids are brave and                
[adjective]                

, and they deserve to be honored.

      

Cape Day is an annual tradition that has been happening for six years. Friends in Atlanta                  
[adverb]

                 put on their capes  

to honor the superhero patients in our hospitals. 

The
             [adjective]

              kids in the hospitals aren’t the only ones who wear capes. More than 
[number higher than 100]

 people—

and animals—across the city wear capes to support Children’s patients.

Drive to Zoo Atlanta, and you’ll see              
[animal]

          climbing trees and               
 [animal]

              swimming in water donning their 

bright             
[color]

            capes.

In Mercedes-Benz Stadium,                  
 [sport]

                    players                      
[adverb]

                 run around showing off their capes. 

When you turn on your TV on Cape Day, you’ll see news anchors sporting               
[color]        

 capes and sharing what is happening in Atlanta. 

Penguins can be seen        
 [verb ending in -ing]

        around the Georgia Aquarium wearing capes and   
[something a superhero wears] 

.

   

The doctors, nurses and           
[occupation]           

 who take care of the kids wear capes to make our kids                       
 [verb]                   

.

This Cape Day, you can support our patients by wearing a                 
 [adjective]

              cape, too. Learn more at choa.org/capeday.
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